
Information Technology in a Global Society 

- ITGS Weekly Homework- 

 

Dates:  August 25-29 

Monday: Use your textbook to learn the definitions of these ITGS academic vocabulary terms: 

 application areas   ethical issues   ethics  

 anonymity   ergonomic impact   authenticity 

  globalization   compatibility   cultural diversity  

 integrity   cultural impact   intellectual property  

 digital citizenship   legal impact   economic impact  

 environmental 
impact  

 political impact   information 
technology  

 social and ethical 
significance  

 social impacts   stakeholders  

 protocols   psychological impact   reliability  

 surveillance   the digital divide   unauthorized access 

 input   networking   output  

 processing   RSS feed   RSS reader  

 storage     
 

Tuesday: Page 4-5 of your text book details the 12 sections of Strand 1. Your homework is to come 
up with 1 example of each and identify the stakeholder. Use Feedly if you need help.  For 
example-Security: Daily cyber-attacks from foreign sources on American Military 
computers are an example of a Security concern. The stakeholders would be the military, 
citizens, foreign governments, and the hackers. Be prepared to talk about your examples 
tomorrow in class.  
 

Wednesday: NO HOMEWORK TONIGHT – Hug your family and go to sleep early. 
 

Thursday: Consider the following ITGS situations. Tomorrow in class we will briefly discuss the 
potential positive and negative impacts for each. Try to use the key language on page 6 of 
your textbook.  

a) The use of software controlled medical devices  
b) The creation of digital copies of famous works of art  
c) The increased use of mobile phones by young people, especially school children  
d) The use of the Internet to cast votes in national elections 

 
Friday: Read: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-13873028 

Watch: http://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles 
Search engines like Google and Yahoo are our 'window' into the Internet, providing us 
access to the top ranked sites for different topics. What factors might affect a site's 
search ranking? How do these relate to the ITGS issues of social and ethical significance? 
How might search engines affect our knowledge and understanding of the world around 
us? 
On Monday we will have an in class writing assignment about this topic. 
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